Scheme of Work 2020 - 2021
GCSE Drama
Year Group: 11
Specification: Edexcel
Lesson
No

Topic/Unit

Big Question – What will
students learn?

Key Activities & Specialist Terminology
(Do Now Task / Starter/Tasks/Plenary

Planned
Assessment

Homework or flipped
learning resources
DODDLE resources

Easter Holiday
47

Component 3



Section A
Qb(i)

How can I ensure I
have enough time
to answer the
question?







48

Component 3
Section A
Qb(ii)



How can I ensure I
have enough time
to answer the
question?






Glossary spelling test for vocal and
physical skills
Address weaknesses from past AP
papers
Identify rushed answers.
Using the key information needed from
circling the question identify what is
asked of you.
Only answering what is required in the
question.
Several Past Papers distributed
Timed responses in exam conditions
Glossary spelling test for vocal and
physical skills
Address weaknesses from past AP
papers

AO3

Past student AP papers
Several blank past
papers
Clock

AO3

Past student AP papers
Several blank past
papers

Lit
Num
SMSC
Codes





49

Component 3



Section A
QC

How can I ensure I
have enough time
to answer the
question?
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Component 3



Section B
9(a)

How can I ensure I
have enough time
to answer the
question?
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Component 3
Section B
9(b)



How can I ensure I
have enough time
to answer the
question?








Identify rushed answers.
Using the key information needed from
circling the question identify what is
asked of you.
Only answering what is required in the
question.
Several Past Papers distributed
Timed responses in exam conditions
Glossary spelling test for vocal and
physical skills
Address weaknesses from past AP
papers
Identify rushed answers.
Using the key information needed from
circling the question identify what is
asked of you.
Only answering what is required in the
question.
Several Past Papers distributed
Timed responses in exam conditions
Analyse student exam notes
Updating notes
Address weaknesses from past AP
papers
Identify rushed answers.
Using the key information needed from
circling the question identify what is
asked of you.
Only answering what is required in the
question.
Several Past Papers distributed
Timed responses in exam conditions
Analyse student exam notes
Updating notes
Address weaknesses from past AP
papers
Identify rushed answers.

Clock

AO3

Past student AP papers
Several blank past
papers
Clock

AO3

Past student AP papers
Several blank past
papers
Clock
Student Notes

AO3

Past student AP papers
Several blank past
papers




52

53

Component 3

Component 3





Completing all of
Section A - Mock
exam
Completing all of
Section B - Mock
exam







Using the key information needed from
circling the question identify what is
asked of you.
Only answering what is required in the
question.
Several Past Papers distributed
Timed responses in exam conditions
Timed paper for Section A in exam
conditions
Timed paper for Section B in exam
conditions

Clock
Student Notes

AO3

Past paper

AO3

Clock
Past paper

Component 3 exam May/June 2020

Clock

